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Outline 

▪ Problem:  

 a. Future and infinitive stems 

 b. “Gutturals” misbehave 

▪ Solutions:  

 a. Allomorphy 

 b. Representing gutturals  

 c. Enter cyclicity 

 d. Size considerations 

▪ Implications: gradience?  



  PST FUT 

B1 ʃamat ji-ʃmot ‘drop (tr.)’ 

B2 ni-ʃmat j-iʃamet ‘drop (intr.)’ 

B3 ʃiger je-ʃager ‘launch’ 

B4 h-ifriχ j-afriχ ‘refute’ 

In Modern Hebrew,  verbal types are distinguished by 
vocalization, prosody, and affixal make-up  

Problem  



 Verbal system of  MH 

  PST FUT 

B1 CaCatC ji-CCoC 

B2 ni-CCaC j-iCaCeC 

B3 CiCeC je-CaCeC 

B4 h-iCCiC j-aCCiC 

In Modern Hebrew,  verbal types are distinguished by 
vocalization, prosody, and affixal make-up  

Problem  



  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot 

B2 j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet 

B3 je-ʃager je-ʃager 

B4 j-afriχ le-hafriχ 

The infinitive stem is  
 a. created with a prefix /l-/ 
 b. usually identical to the future stem 

Future and infinitive stems 

Problem  



  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot 

B2 j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet 

B3 je-ʃager je-ʃager 

B4 j-afriχ le-hafriχ 

The infinitive stem is  
 a. created with a prefix /l-/ 
 b. usually identical to the future stem 

Problem  

Future and infinitive stems 

(henceforth “the FUT-INF symmetry”) 



The infinitive stem is  
 a. created with a prefix /l-/ 
 b. usually identical to the future stem 
  …with some unexpected exceptions in B1 

  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot ‘drop’ 

B1 ji-gdal li-gdol ‘grow’ 

Problem  

Future and infinitive stems 



The infinitive stem is  
 a. created with a prefix /l-/ 
 b. usually identical to the future stem 
  …with some unexpected exceptions in B1 

  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot ‘drop’ 

B1 ji-gdal li-gdol ‘grow’ 

Problem  

Future and infinitive stems 



The infinitive stem is  
 a. created with a prefix /l-/ 
 b. usually identical to the future stem 
  …with some unexpected exceptions in B1 

  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot ‘drop’ 

B1 ji-gdal li-gdol ‘grow’ 

In all cases (but one), the deviating form is the FUT, which 
has [a] instead of [o]. 

Problem  

Future and infinitive stems 



Rules: V2  /o/ in FUT/INF, B1 
 V2  /a/ in FUT, B1, for √gdl, √lmd … 

  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot ‘drop’ 

B1 ji-gdal li-gdol ‘grow’ 

Problem  

Future and infinitive stems 



Rules: V2  /o/ in FUT/INF, B1 
 V2  /a/ in FUT, B1, for √gdl, √lmd … 

  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot ‘drop’ 

B1 ji-gdal li-gdol ‘grow’ 

However, this seems too ad hoc, especially because of.. 

Problem  

Future and infinitive stems 



“Gutturals” misbehave 

▪ Unpronounced in the oral tradition of early Zionists, 
gutturals survive only in the orthography of MH.  
 
▪ Yet the effects of Biblical /ʕ/ still distinguish paradigms in 
MH. 

Problem  



BH [ʕ]  
 

↓ 
 
       [a] / V[-low]__ 
 
 
       ø /  a__ 

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

PASS.PTCP pagum pagua 

-able ADJ pagim pagia 

PRS.PTCP pogem pogea 

INF li-fgom li-fgoa 

FUT ji-fgom ji-fga 

PST pagam paga 

Problem  

“Gutturals” misbehave 



B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

PASS.PTCP pagum pagua 

-able ADJ pagim pagia 

PRS.PTCP pogem pogea 

INF li-fgom li-fgoa 

FUT ji-fgom ji-fga 

PST pagam paga 

▪ “Guttural”-final verbs 
in B1 do not obey the 
FUT-INF symmetry. 
 
▪ They always have [a] 
in FUT and [o] in INF. 

Problem  

“Gutturals” misbehave 



B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagem le-hipaga 

FUT j-ipagem j-ipaga 

▪ Similarly, in B2, “guttural”-final verbs have a special V2 
vocalization [a], unattested in regular 3C verbs. 

Problem  

“Gutturals” misbehave 



▪ Similarly, in B2, “guttural”-final verbs have a special V2 
vocalization [a], unattested in regular 3C verbs. 

▪ In B2, “Guttural”-final verbs do obey the FUT-INF 
symmetry, but with a different vocalization… 

Problem  

B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagem le-hipaga 

FUT j-ipagem j-ipaga 

“Gutturals” misbehave 



▪ At least in B1, it seems that guttural-final verbs “select” 
an option that is independently available (jigdal). 
 
▪ This insight is not expressed in the rules  
 
  V2  /o/ in FUT/INF, B1 
  V2  /a/ in FUT, B1, for √gdl, √lmd … 
 
    … because there is no sense in which the /a/ is present 
in all verbal stems. 

Problem  

“Gutturals” misbehave 



▪ At least in B1, it seems that guttural-final verbs “select” 
an option that is independently available (jigdal). 
 
▪ This insight is not expressed in the rules  
 
  V2  /o/ in FUT/INF, B1 
  V2  /a/ in FUT, B1, for √gdl, √lmd … 
 
    … because there is no sense in which the /a/ is present 
in all verbal stems. 

▪ But how else to view this?? 

Problem  

“Gutturals” misbehave 



…and if I’m right that guttural-final verbs “select” an 
option that is independently available (jigdal),  
 
  Then why only in the future? 
      

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

PASS.PTCP pagum pagua 

-able ADJ pagim pagia 

PRS.PTCP pogem pogea 

INF li-fgom li-fgoa 

FUT ji-fgom ji-fga 

PST pagam paga 

Problem  

“Gutturals” misbehave 



…and if I’m right that guttural-final verbs “select” an 
option that is independently available (jigdal),  
 
  Then why only in the future? 
      
        what’s wrong with *[lifga]?  
 

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

PASS.PTCP pagum pagua 

-able ADJ pagim pagia 

PRS.PTCP pogem pogea 

INF li-fgom li-fgoa 

FUT ji-fgom ji-fga 

PST pagam paga 

Problem  

“Gutturals” misbehave 



This question makes sense specifically because in B2, the 
special vocalization [a] is used for both FUT and INF. 
 

Problem  

B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagem le-hipaga 

FUT j-ipagem j-ipaga 

“Gutturals” misbehave 



▪ I will claim that  
 
 in both  FUT and INF, 

 in both B1 and B2, 
 
 There are two options: /o/ or /a/ in B1 
    /e/ or /a/ in B2 

Solutions 



Allomorphy 

▪ The two options are allomorphs. But they are not equal:  
 
 /o/ has priority over /a/ in B1 
 /e/ has priority over /a/ in B2 
 

Solutions  



Allomorphy 

▪ Priority can either be stipulated1 

 

 /o/ has priority over /a/ in B1 
 /e/ has priority over /a/ in B2 
 
▪ Or it can be encoded in the lexical representation as 
floating vs. associated:2,3 

 
 p g o   a m 

 |  | | | 

C V C V C V 

i p a g e   a m 

|  |  | | | | 

C V C V C V C V 

1 Mascaro ́ (2007). 2 Scheer (2016), 3Strict CV: Lowenstamm (1996), Scheer (2004)  

Solutions  



Representing Gutturals 

▪ I will assume here that the guttural under examination is 
synchronically a vowel /a/.1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      ‘Impaired’       ‘hurt’  

p a g u   m 

 |  | | | | 

C V C V C V 

p a g u   a 

 |  | | | 

C V C V C V 

1 Faust (2005), inspired by Prunet (1996); Enguehard & Faust (to appear) 

Solutions  



Representing Gutturals 

▪ At the right  stem edge, after a lexical /a/, the “guttural” 
/a/ will remain afloat and its position pruned. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      ‘he impaired’      ‘he hurt’  
 

 
(Possible reason: OCP + the option of deleting final material. Word-medially, a 
« guttural » /a/ does survive after lexical /a/, e.g. [ʃaalu] ‘they asked’) 

p a g a   m 

 |  | | | | 

C V C V C V 

p a g a   a 

 |  | | | 

C V C V C V 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ Recall the question: why do “guttural”-final B1 verbs 
select for /a/ only in FUT? 
 
▪ What is the difference between FUT and INF?   

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ Recall the question: why do “guttural”-final B1 verbs 
select for /a/ only in FUT? 
 
▪ What is the difference between FUT and INF?   

  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot 

B2 j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet 

B3 je-ʃager le-ʃager 

B4 j-afriχ le-hafriχ 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ All infinitives begin with /l/ (/li/ before CC).  
 
▪…which is also the allative preposition ‘to’, e.g. 
 [hu raʦ le-amerika] ‘he ran to America’.  

  FUT INFINIVITE 

B1 ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot 

B2 j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet 

B3 je-ʃager le-ʃager 

B4 j-afriχ le-hafriχ 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ Prepositions usually take a DP complement, which 
implies that they are not in the same phase/cycle of their 
complement: 

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ Prepositions usually take a DP complement, which 
implies that they are not in the same phase/cycle of their 
complement: 

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ Independent evidence is provided by the distribution of 
non-stem [h] in the verbal system: 

  PST FUT INFINIVITE VERBAL N 

B1 ʃamat ji-ʃmot li-ʃmot ʃmita 

B2 ni-ʃmat j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet hiʃamtut 

B3 ʃiger je-ʃager je-ʃager ʃigur 

B4 hifriχ j-afriχ le-hafriχ hafraχa 

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ Independent evidence is provided by the distribution of 
non-stem [h] in the verbal system: 

  PST FUT INFINIVITE VERBAL N 

B1 ʃamat j-iʃmot l-iʃmot ʃmita 

B2 ni-ʃmat j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet hiʃamtut 

B3 ʃiger je-ʃager je-ʃager ʃigur 

B4 hifriχ j-afriχ le-hafriχ hafraχa 

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ [h] appears in vowel-initial stem  
 (i) stem initially 
 (ii) between /l/ and the stem  cf. prefix [j-] 

  PST FUT INFINIVITE VERBAL N 

B1 ʃamat j-iʃmot l-iʃmot ʃmita 

B2 ni-ʃmat j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet hiʃamtut 

B3 ʃiger je-ʃager je-ʃager ʃigur 

B4 hifriχ j-afriχ le-hafriχ hafraχa 

=> Stems of infinitives are treated as if they are insensitive 
to the presence of /l/.  

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

… which makes sense if they are not in the same phase: 

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  

√l 

/l+[hafrit] 



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ So what if the infinitive stem is of a different cycle? 

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  



Enter Cyclicity 

▪ So what if the infinitive stem is of a different cycle? 
 
 Well, this means that the well-formedness of the 
 infinitive stem is evaluated separately from the 
 prefix /l/. 

Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ It has been repeatedly shown that a force in Modern 
Hebrew demands that words be disyllabic. 1 

 
▪ (in the present framework, two engaged nuclei). 
 
▪ This is proposed, for instance, in accounting for various 
cases of syncope: 
 
 /davar ‘thing’ + im ‘pl.’/ = [dvarim], *[davarim] 
 /katalog + i,e ‘v.’/ = [kitleg]. *[kitaleg]   
 

1 Bat El (1994, 2002, 2003, 2008), Ussishkin (1999, 2003) 

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ Take the B1 forms. Remember, both /o/ and /a/ are an 
option, /o/ has priority. 

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

INF li-fgom li-fgoa 

FUT jifgom jifga 

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ Take away the infinitive suffix, count syllables 

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

INF li-fgom =1σ  li-fgoa =2σ  

FUT jifgom =2σ  jifga =2σ  

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ Selecting /a/ everywhere is worse: 
 - it does not improve the 3C stem 
 - and makes the “guttural”-final stem worse, 
 because the “guttural” disappears after /a/. 

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

INF li-fgam =1σ  li-fga =1σ  

FUT jifgam =2σ  jifga =2σ  

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ Selecting /o/ everywhere is also worse: 
 - it makes the FUT form of the “guttural” paradigm 
 trisyllabic. 

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

INF li-fgom =1σ  li-fgoa =1σ  

FUT jifgom =2σ  jifgoa =3σ  

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ The asymmetry between FUT and INF is phonologically-
motivated: 
the vocalization is selected that will allow for a disyllabic 

surface form. 

Solutions  

B1  ‘impair’ ‘hurt’ 

INF li-fgom =1σ  li-fgoa =2σ  

FUT jifgom =2σ  jifga =2σ  



Size considerations 

▪ Let’s do the same for B2. Remember, both /e/ and /a/ are 
options, /e/ has priority, “guttural”-final verbs select /a/ for 
both. 

B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagem le-hipaga 

FUT j-ipagem j-ipaga 

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ Take away INF prexif, count syllables. Since the 
vocalization involves three vowels, no form obeys the 
disyllabic size restriction. 
 

B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagem =3σ  le-hipaga =3σ   

FUT j-ipagem =3σ  j-ipaga =3σ  

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ Selecting /a/ for both verbs does not improve the 
situation. 
 

Solutions  

B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagam =3σ  le-hipaga =3σ   

FUT j-ipagam =3σ  j-ipaga =3σ  



Size considerations 

▪ But selecting /e/ for the “guttural”-final case is even 
worse! It leaves the two stems with 4 syllables! 
 

B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagem =3σ  le-hipagea =4σ   

FUT j-ipagem =3σ  j-ipagea =4σ  

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪ In B2, the the asymmetry between regular and 
“guttural”-final verbs is also phonologically-motivated: 

the vocalization is selected that will allow for the least 
deviation from disyllabicity 

Solutions  

B2  ‘impair (int.)’ ‘hurt (int.)’ 

INF le-hipagem =3σ  le-hipaga =3σ   

FUT j-ipagem =3σ  j-ipaga =3σ  



Size considerations 

▪  The disyllabicity restriction is violated by “guttural”-final 
verbs in B3, B4 (and related B5 and passives). 

  FUT INF 

B3    3C je-ʃager   le-ʃager   ‘launch’ 

        Gutt-final je-ʃagea  le-ʃagea   ‘madden’ 

B4    3C j-afriχ     le-hafriχ  ‘refute’ 

        Gutt-final j-afria     le-hafria  ‘disturb’ 

Solutions  



Size considerations 

▪  In these, I assume, there is simply no choice between the 
regular stem vocalization and an /a/. 

  FUT INF 

B3    3C je-ʃager   le-ʃager   ‘launch’ 

        Gutt-final je-ʃagea  le-ʃagea   ‘madden’ 

B4    3C j-afriχ     le-hafriχ  ‘refute’ 

        Gutt-final j-afria     le-hafria  ‘disturb’ 

Solutions  



Two notions have been central to the account 
 a. Size restrictions (minimal and maximal) 
 b. priority-sensitive allomorphy 

Implications  



Two notions have been central to the account 
 a. Size restrictions (minimal and maximal) 
 b. priority-sensitive allomorphy 
 
▪ I mentioned two ways to encode priority: 
 
    Scheer (2016)  Mascaró (2007)  
    o>a + constraint PRIORITY 
 

o  a 

| 

V 

Implications  



▪ A third view can be derived in a model that admits 
gradience in lexical representations.1 

 

Implications  

Gradience 

1 Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), Faust & smolensky (2017) 

implications  



▪ A third view can be derived in a model that admits 
gradience in lexical representations.1 

 

▪ For instance, in B1 /o0.8,  a0.5/.   
 
▪ Assuming that in order to realize a defective exponent, it 
must be brought to 1, /o/ “costs” less. 
 
▪ But if using /a/ buys you something else ‒ e.g. 
disyllabicity ‒  then /a/ becomes less costly. 

 

 

Implications  

Gradience 

1 Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), Faust & smolensky (2017) 

implications  



Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), Faust & smolensky (2017) 

▪ Floatingness can only distinguish between “associated” 
vs. “unassociated”, gradience can do more. 
 
 
 
 
  

Implications  

Gradience 

1 Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), Faust & smolensky (2017) 

implications  



Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), Faust & smolensky (2017) 

▪ Floatingness can only distinguish between “associated” 
vs. “unassociated”, gradience can do more. 
 
▪ Now, both /a/ and /o/ alternate with zero (best observed 
in B1 biconsonantal stems): 
 
 
 
  

Implications  

Gradience 

FUT.3MSG FUT.3MPL 

a. ji-ʦor ji-ʦr-u ‘create’ 

ji-pol ji-pl-u ‘fall’ 

b. ji-ʃan ji-ʃn-u ‘sleep’ 

ji-rak ji-rk-u ‘spit’ 

1 Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), Faust & smolensky (2017) 

implications  



Larsen (1998) 

▪ V – zero alternation of non-epenthetic vowels is encoded 
in strict CV by having the consonant float. 
 
If the position is ungoverned,  
the vowel is realized: [jiʃan] 
 
 
 
If the position is governed, the  
floating vowel is not realized, it 
remains afloat: [jiʃnu]   
  

Implications  

Gradience 

  a   n 

 | 

V  C  V 

   a   n u 

 | | 

V  C  V 

Larsen (1998), Scheer (2004) 

implications  



▪ But in MH, both vowels alternate with zero. So they both 
float.  
 
▪ And so we need degrees of floatingness => gradience.  
 
 
 
  

Gradience 

FUT.3MSG FUT.3MPL 

a. ji-ʦor ji-ʦr-u ‘create’ 

ji-pol ji-pl-u ‘fall’ 

b. ji-ʃan ji-ʃn-u ‘sleep’ 

ji-rak ji-rk-u ‘spit’ 

implications  



▪ If gradience is necessary, it can do at least some of the 
work of autosegmental phonology. 
 
 
 
  

Gradience 

implications  



▪ If gradience is necessary, it can do at least some of the 
work of autosegmental phonology. 
 
 
 
  

Gradience 

implications  



Thank You! 

implications  
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